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Section 1: Introduction

1.1 Overview
This document contains instructions for installation and operation of the Community Satellite
Processing Package (CSPP) release of the NOAA/NESDIS/STAR JPSS VIIRS Active Fire
Retrieval Software in support of direct broadcast NOAA-20 and Suomi-NPP VIIRS Sensor Data
Records (SDRs). The NOAA JPSS Active Fires Team is led by Ivan Csiszar at the NOAA NESDIS
Center for Satellite Applications and Research (STAR). NOAA’s VIIRS active fire product
development has been done through collaboration between STAR, the University of Maryland and
the NASA VIIRS Land Science Team. This CSPP release provides the NESDIS Data Exploitation
(NDE) operational version of the 750m “M-band” algorithm and the NESDIS/STAR version of the
375m “I-band” algorithm, both adapted and tested for execution in a real-time direct broadcast
environment. Retrieval software is provided for both VIIRS M-Band (750m) and I-Band (375m)
resolutions. Users can choose one or both resolutions. The software includes binary executable
files, wrapper scripts and supporting static data files. A separate test data package can be
downloaded for verifying a successful installation.
The CSPP NOAA Active Fire Version 1.1.1 software is available from the CSPP website:
https://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/cspp/
Software, test data, and documentation may be downloaded from this web site. Please use the
‘Contact Us’ form on the website to submit any questions or comments about CSPP. Source code
for the Active Fire package is not included in this release.
For more information on NOAA STAR JPSS Active Fires, please visit
https://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/jpss/fires.php

1.2 What's New in CSPP Active Fire Version 1.1.1?
●
●
●

Skip candidate pixels unless all required input data are available.
Updated build of the ShellB3 python environment.
New image creation and overlay instructions using CSPP Polar2Grid.
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1.3 System requirements
System requirements for the CSPP Active Fire v1.1.1 software are as follows:
●
●

Intel or AMD CPU with 64-bit instruction support,
16 GB RAM

●
●

CentOS-7 64-bit Linux (or other compatible 64-bit Linux distribution),
4 GB of disk space (plus space for your own DB data and Active Fire products).

Linux terminal commands included in these instructions assume that the bash shell is used.

1.4 Disclaimer
Original scripts and automation included as part of this package are distributed under the GNU
GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE agreement version 3. Binary executable files included as part of this
software package are copyrighted and licensed by their respective organizations, and distributed
consistent with their licensing terms.
The University of Wisconsin-Madison Space Science and Engineering Center (SSEC) makes no
warranty of any kind with regard to the CSPP software or any accompanying documentation,
including but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular
purpose. SSEC does not indemnify any infringement of copyright, patent, or trademark through the
use or modification of this software.
There is no expressed or implied warranty made to anyone as to the suitability of this software for
any purpose. All risk of use is assumed by the user. Users agree not to hold SSEC, the University
of Wisconsin-Madison, or any of its employees or assigns liable for any consequences resulting
from the use of the CSPP software.

1.5 Active Fire Algorithms
The VIIRS I-Band 375m algorithm is identical to the NASA retrieval technique with the exception of
the method for granulating the Land/Water Mask (reprojecting the Land/Water mask to match the
SDR granule). The CSPP Team at the University of Wisconsin employs a granulation method used
previously in the CSPP EDR software for granulating required input dynamic ancillary data.
The main difference between the VIIRS M-Band (750 m) and I-Band (375 m) algorithms is the use
of the I-Band 4 (3.74 um) brightness temperature for hot spot detection, as opposed to M-Band 13
(4.05 um). Both algorithms use similar fixed-threshold and contextual approaches to detect hot
spots. The VIIRS I-Band 4 has been found to be very useful in detecting fires at higher spatial
resolution, however, because it frequently saturates (367 K), it is not capable of producing reliable
fire radiative power (FRP) retrievals. Therefore, the I-Band FRP is retrieved from co-located M13
pixels using the M-Band FRP algorithm.
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The VIIRS I-Band Active Fire Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document (ATBD) includes the algorithm
description along with references and is available online at:
https://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/jpss/documents/ATBD/ATBD_Iband_ActiveFires_v1.0.pdf
The VIIRS M-Band ATBD includes the algorithm description along with references and is available
online at:
https://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/jpss/documents/ATBD/ATBD_NDE_AF_v2.6.pdf

1.6 Input Data Requirements
CSPP Active Fire Version 1.1.1 produces single Field-of-View (FOV) retrievals from input VIIRS
Moderate (750m) and Imager (375m) Resolution NOAA-20 and S-NPP VIIRS Sensor Data
Records (SDRs). Please note: This software supports CSPP SDR Version 3.1 or higher inputs.
The required input files for the Moderate resolution retrieval algorithm are:
- VIIRS M-Band SDR Terrain Corrected Geolocation Files (GMTCO*.h5), and
- VIIRS M-Band SDR Radiance Files SVM05, SVM07, SVM11, SVM13, SVM15 and SVM16 (.h5).
The required input files for the Imager resolution retrieval algorithm are:
- VIIRS I-Band SDR Terrain Corrected Geolocation Files (GITCO*.h5)
- VIIRS M-Band SDR Terrain Corrected Geolocation Files (GMTCO*.h5)
- VIIRS I-Band SDR Radiance Files SVI01, SVI02, SVI03, SVI04, SVI05 (.h5)
- VIIRS M-Band SDR Radiance Files (SVM13*.h5)
- VIIRS Calibrated Dual-Gain Band Files (IVCDB*.h5).
Please note that all bands listed above are required as input to the Active Fire software, even
when the data set observations are collected at night.
The input file format is HDF5. Input files can be created using CSPP SDR software or ordered
from the NOAA CLASS archive. Starting with the CSPP SDR 3.2 software, the IVCDB files are
created and retained as part of the SDR standard output.
1.7 Output Products
The CSPP NOAA VIIRS Active Fire algorithm creates two output products per script execution
(either Imager or Moderate resolution) as part of normal execution; a NetCDF4 Data file, and an
ASCII Text file containing a select subset of fields.
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1.7.1 Output NetCDF4 Data files
A NetCDF4 product data file is created for each input moderate or imager resolution VIIRS granule.
The output will always be single granule files for both aggregated AND unaggregated inputs. The
output files have the following naming convention (adapted from the JPSS Common Data Format
Control Book - Volume I - Overview, https://www.jpss.noaa.gov/sciencedocs.html)

where:
<Data Product ID>; AFMOD (750m) or AFIMG (375m)
<Spacecraft ID>; npp (Suomi-NPP) or j01 (JPSS-1 / NOAA-20)
<Data Start Date>; granule UTC start date (YYYYMMDD)
<Data Start Time>; granule UTC start time (HHMMSSS)
<Data End Time>; granule UTC end time (HHMMSSS)
<Orbit Number>; Begins at the ascending node (nnnnn)
<Creation Date>; granule UTC creation datetime (YYYYMMDDHHMMSSSSSSSS)
<Origin>; Originator of the data file (cspp)
<Domain Description>; Development domain (dev)
<Extension>; NetCDF4 (nc) or text (txt)
For example, a JPSS-1/NOAA-20 Moderate resolution active fires NetCDF4 file:
AFMOD_j01_d20181006_t1911037_e1912264_b04575_c20181220232748500094_cspp_dev.nc

and similarly for the Imager resolution:
AFIMG_j01_d20181006_t1911037_e1912264_b04575_c20181220232803741292_cspp_dev.nc
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For the Moderate resolution NetCDF4 output, the list of key parameters is shown below. Please
note that the “FP_confidence” array for the Moderate Resolution files contains the detection
confidence in percent (0-100%).
group: Fire Mask variables:
ubyte fire_mask(row, col) ;
fire_mask:long_name = "fire mask" ;
fire_mask:legend = "Classes:
0 missing input data
1 not processed (obsolete)
2 not processed (obsolete)
3 non-fire water
4 cloud
5 non-fire land
6 unknown
7 fire (low confidence)
8 fire (nominal confidence)
9 fire (high confidence)" ;
uint fire_qa(row, col) ;
fire_qa:long_name = "algorithm QA" ;
group: Fire Pixels variables:
short FP_line(nfire) ;
FP_line:long_name = "granule line of fire pixel" ;
short FP_sample(nfire) ;
FP_sample:long_name = "granule sample of fire pixel" ;
float FP_latitude(nfire) ;
FP_latitude:long_name = "latitude of fire pixel" ;
FP_latitude:units = "degrees" ;
float FP_longitude(nfire) ;
FP_longitude:long_name = "longitude of fire pixel" ;
FP_longitude:units = "degrees" ;
ubyte FP_confidence(nfire) ;
FP_confidence:long_name = "detection confidence" ;
FP_confidence:units = "%" ;
float FP_T13(nfire) ;
FP_T13:long_name = "M13 brightness temperature of fire pixel" ;
FP_T13:units = "kelvins" ;
float FP_T15(nfire) ;
FP_T15:long_name = "M15 brightness temperature of fire pixel" ;
FP_T15:units = "kelvins" ;
float FP_power(nfire) ;
FP_power:long_name = "fire radiative power" ;
FP_power:units = "MW" ;
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For the Imager resolution NetCDF4 output, the list of key parameters is shown below. Please note
that the “FP_confidence” array for the Imager Resolution files contains the detection confidence in
a single digit value of either 7=low, 8=nominal, or 9=high.

phony_dim_0: "Number of fire pixels"
phony_dim_1: "Number of granule lines"
phony_dim_2: "Number of granule samples"
variables:
ushort FP_line(phony_dim_0) ;
string FP_line:long_name = "granule line of fire pixel" ;
ushort FP_sample(phony_dim_0) ;
string FP_sample:long_name = "granule sample of fire pixel" ;
float FP_latitude(phony_dim_0) ;
string FP_latitude:long_name = "latitude of fire pixel" ;
float FP_longitude(phony_dim_0) ;
string FP_longitude:long_name = "longitude of fire pixel" ;
float FP_Rad13(phony_dim_0) ;
string FP_Rad13:long_name = "M13 radiance of fire pixel" ;
string FP_Rad13:units = "W/(m^2*sr*μm)" ;
float FP_T4(phony_dim_0) ;
string FP_T4:long_name = "I04 brightness temperature of
fire pixel" ;
string FP_T4:units = "kelvins" ;
float FP_T5(phony_dim_0) ;
string FP_T5:long_name = "I05 brightness temperature of
fire pixel" ;
string FP_T5:units = "kelvins" ;
float FP_power(phony_dim_0) ;
string FP_power:long_name = "fire radiative power" ;
string FP_power:units = "MW" ;
ubyte FP_confidence(phony_dim_0) ;
string FP_confidence:long_name = "detection confidence" ;
7 low confidence, 8 nominal confidence, 9 high confidence.
ubyte fire\ mask(phony_dim_1, phony_dim_2) ;
string fire mask:legend =
"0 not-processed (non-zero QF)
1 bowtie
2 glint
3 water
4 clouds
5 clear land
6 unclassified fire pixel
7 low confidence fire pixel
8 nominal confidence fire pixel
9 high confidence fire pixel" ;
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1.7.2 Output ASCII Text Files
An ASCII Text File is also created for each Imager Resolution and Moderate Resolution VIIRS
granule when there has been at least one active fire detected within that granule. Therefore,
your output may consist of more NetCDF4 granule data files than ASCII output granule text files.
The text files follow the same naming conventions as the output NetCDF files, with the .nc replaced
with .txt. For example, a Moderate resolution ASCII file name could be:
AFMOD_j01_d20181006_t1911037_e1912264_b04575_c20181220232748500094_cspp_dev.txt

and similarly for the Imager resolution active fire ASCII output file:
AFIMG_j01_d20181006_t1911037_e1912264_b04575_c20181220232803741292_cspp_dev.txt

These text files contain the following information:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Latitude of fire pixel (degrees)
Longitude of fire pixel (degrees)
M-Band 13 brightness temperature of fire pixel (K) (Moderate Resolution only)
I-Band 4 brightness temperature of fire pixel (K) (Imager Resolution only)
Along-scan fire pixel resolution (km)
Along-track fire pixel resolution (km)
Fire detection confidence:
o 7=low, 8=nominal, 9=high (Imager Resolution)
o 0-100 % (Moderate Resolution)
Fire radiative power (MW)

An example of an M-band Active Fire output text file retrieved from a VIIRS granule observed on 8
November 2018 follows:
# Active Fires M-band EDR
#
# source:
AFMOD_j01_d20181108_t2037507_e2039152_b05044_c20210113222553119013_cspp_dev.nc
# version: CSPP Active Fires version: cspp-active-fire-noaa_1.1.1
#
# column 1: latitude of fire pixel (degrees)
# column 2: longitude of fire pixel (degrees)
# column 3: M13 brightness temperature of fire pixel (K)
# column 4: Along-scan fire pixel resolution (km)
# column 5: Along-track fire pixel resolution (km)
# column 6: detection confidence (%)
# column 7: fire radiative power (MW)
#
# number of fire pixels: 16
#
35.47874451, -111.83826447, 332.68179321, 0.750, 0.750,
87,
25.65144157
35.47753906, -111.84749603, 306.72088623, 0.750, 0.750,
49,
7.22195292
35.48810959, -111.82084656, 320.78701782, 0.750, 0.750,
80,
15.28092289
35.49021530, -111.81923676, 307.22473145, 0.750, 0.750,
20,
6.78093529
35.89418793, -113.16993713, 303.47518921, 0.750, 0.750,
56,
5.57940626
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34.86445999,
36.20927048,
36.20748138,
36.21444321,
36.22272491,
36.22069550,
36.22766113,
36.90700912,
37.60558701,
37.64332581,
37.64087677,

-120.33592224,
-118.56974792,
-118.57939148,
-118.58164978,
-118.61661530,
-118.62757111,
-118.62982941,
-120.33761597,
-120.91100311,
-121.07151031,
-121.08361053,

325.16323853,
335.99441528,
331.68319702,
338.08935547,
344.40179443,
350.98910522,
385.64437866,
317.49121094,
305.47625732,
315.61392212,
307.73593140,

0.750,
0.750,
0.750,
0.750,
0.750,
0.750,
0.750,
0.750,
0.750,
0.750,
0.750,

0.750,
0.750,
0.750,
0.750,
0.750,
0.750,
0.750,
0.750,
0.750,
0.750,
0.750,

83,
76,
61,
89,
94,
84,
87,
78,
61,
76,
66,

24.34814835
32.18863678
26.89397049
35.01231766
44.90043259
56.10153198
149.65852356
15.94336033
7.48586369
16.21649933
9.58887959

Similarly, the ASCII text output VIIRS I-band Active Fires from a granule observed on 8 November
2018.
# Active Fires I-band EDR
#
# source:
AFIMG_j01_d20181108_t2036267_e2037495_b05044_c20190304230904282103_cspp_dev.nc
# version: CSPP Active Fires version: cspp-active-fire-noaa_1.1.1
#
# column 1: latitude of fire pixel (degrees)
# column 2: longitude of fire pixel (degrees)
# column 3: I04 brightness temperature of fire pixel (K)
# column 4: Along-scan fire pixel resolution (km)
# column 5: Along-track fire pixel resolution (km)
# column 6: detection confidence ([7,8,9]->[lo,med,hi])
# column 7: fire radiative power (MW)
#
# number of fire pixels: 23
#
30.49592400, -109.63116455, 336.13516235, 0.375, 0.375,
8,
9.15165710
30.71900749, -109.05194855, 333.36169434, 0.375, 0.375,
7,
5.44204712
30.71839714, -109.05703735, 338.16854858, 0.375, 0.375,
8,
5.44204712
31.23553085, -108.98153687, 331.27493286, 0.375, 0.375,
8,
3.02541184
31.23493385, -108.98663330, 352.44110107, 0.375, 0.375,
8,
9.35638523
31.23928452, -108.98200989, 335.90951538, 0.375, 0.375,
8,
3.29783583
30.91131592, -111.87434387, 335.84155273, 0.375, 0.375,
7,
2.27002692
30.91073418, -111.87846375, 340.43487549, 0.375, 0.375,
8,
3.36995602
32.22424698, -103.81307983, 353.70532227, 0.375, 0.375,
8,
3.76235199
32.74250793, -105.51229095, 337.28045654, 0.375, 0.375,
8,
18.46243668
32.74197006, -105.51816559, 340.62658691, 0.375, 0.375,
8,
18.46243668
32.73614883, -105.51341248, 336.62774658, 0.375, 0.375,
8,
8.20785999
32.73564529, -105.51937866, 338.35052490, 0.375, 0.375,
8,
9.61327839
32.74079514, -105.51397705, 341.66754150, 0.375, 0.375,
8,
10.67957878
32.74546051, -105.51438141, 339.85980225, 0.375, 0.375,
8,
10.67957878
32.14037323, -115.04303741, 341.69665527, 0.375, 0.375,
8,
4.08064938
32.14369202, -115.04378510, 341.24291992, 0.375, 0.375,
8,
4.08064938
32.24232864, -115.12947845, 331.51272583, 0.375, 0.375,
7,
2.51715374
32.63893509, -114.78553772, 344.35366821, 0.375, 0.375,
8,
2.53223801
32.64223480, -114.78627777, 335.71295166, 0.375, 0.375,
8,
2.53223801
34.11610413, -110.16205597, 351.10412598, 0.375, 0.375,
8,
6.64136887
34.11974716, -110.16272736, 336.50155640, 0.375, 0.375,
8,
6.64136887
34.11912918, -110.16796875, 345.41159058, 0.375, 0.375,
8,
7.79441309
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Section 2: Installation and Configuration
2.1 Installation of CSPP NOAA Active Fire Software
Download the following file from the CSPP website (https://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/cspp/):
cspp-active-fire-noaa_1.1.1.tar.gz

Install the software as shown below (a new directory named cspp-active-fire-noaa_1.1.1 will be
created):
tar xf cspp-active-fire-noaa_1.1.1.tar.gz

Set the CSPP_ACTIVE_FIRE_HOME environment variable to the name of the directory where the
software is installed, and execute the environment script as shown below:
cd cspp-active-fire-noaa_1.1.1
export CSPP_ACTIVE_FIRE_HOME=$PWD ; cd ..
source $CSPP_ACTIVE_FIRE_HOME/cspp_active_fire_noaa_env.sh

The software is now ready to use. Execute the main driver script now with no arguments:
cspp_active_fire_noaa.sh

If the installation has been successful to this point, you will be presented with the CSPP NOAA
Active Fire software command line switches and options.
2.2 Installation of CSPP NOAA Active Fire Test Data
Test data files are available in the tar file named
cspp-active-fire-noaa-test_data_1.1.1.tar.gz. Unpacking the tar file expands the test data
into a directory named fire_test_data/:
tar -xf cspp-active-fire-noaa-test_data_1.1.1.tar.gz

The test data includes input SDRs, and output products for verification of a successful installation
on your local server.
Section 3: CSPP NOAA Active Fire Software
3.1 Implementation Notes
The CSPP NOAA VIIRS Active Fire software was provided by Marina Tsidulko working as part of
the Active Fire Team at NOAA/NESDIS/STAR. The software includes statically compiled binary
distributions of the NOAA operational JPSS Active Fire moderate (vfire375_noaa_static) and
imager (vfire_hdf5_static) resolution software. The directory structure is shown below. Bash
and python scripts are provided by the University of Wisconsin CSPP team.
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cspp-active-fire-noaa_1.1.1
├── bin
│
├── afire_compare_netcdf.sh
│
└── cspp_active_fire_noaa.sh
├── lib
│
└── libgriddingAndGranulation.so
├── scripts
│
├── ancillary
│
├── active_fire_interface.py
│
├── afire_compare_netcdf.py
│
├── args.py
│
├── cspp_active_fire_noaa.py
│
├── dispatcher.py
│
├── log_common.py
│
├── unaggregate.py
│
└── utils.py
├── static_ancillary
│
├── AF-LAND_MASK_NASA_1KM.cdl
│
├── AF-LAND_MASK_NASA_1KM.nc
│
├── dem30ARC_Global_LandWater_compressed.h5
│
├── IETTime.dat
│
├── NPP_VIIRS_LAND_MASK_NASA_1KM.cdl
│
└── NPP_VIIRS_LAND_MASK_NASA_1KM.nc
├── vendor
│
├── ShellB3
│
├── nagg
│
├── vfire375_static
│
└── vfire750_static
├── cspp_active_fire_noaa_env.sh
└── cspp_active_fire_noaa_runtime.sh

3.2 Active Fire Driver Script
The principal processing script is
cspp-active-fire-noaa_1.1.1/bin/cspp_active_fire_noaa.sh

This bash script checks for the CSPP_ACTIVE_FIRE_HOME environment variable, and then invokes the
python script $CSPP_ACTIVE_FIRE_HOME/scripts/cspp_active_fire_noaa.py. The script operates
by default in the current directory. It creates intermediate granulated Land/Water Mask files, as well
as final NetCDF4 and ASCII text output files. A log file is also created for each granule processed.
It is recommended that all files be removed from the work directory before each execution of
cspp_active_fire_noaa.sh.
To create the CSPP Active Fire product, you must provide the path and name of the VIIRS SDR
directory or directories containing the VIIRS M-Band and I-Band input HDF5 files, or a list of the
files.
By default, the software will create I-Band resolution output files. In order to generate M-Band
resolution files, use the -M flag.
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cspp_active_fire_noaa.sh

<VIIRS M-BAND or I-BAND SDR directory>,

for example, to generate the M-Band Resolution Active Fires product:
cspp_active_fire_noaa.sh

-M /data/viirs/mband

or
cspp_active_fire_noaa.sh -M /data/viirs/mband/GMTCO*.h5

(assuming the matching required SVM Band Radiance files are also located in the same directory).
Similarly, to create the I-Band Resolution Active Fires product:
cspp_active_fire_noaa.sh

/data/viirs/iband

or
cspp_active_fire_noaa.sh

/data/viirs/iband/GITCO*.h5

Several options are available for cspp_active_fire_noaa.sh. A subset is shown below. For a
complete list of options, execute cspp_active_fire_noaa.sh -x.
usage: cspp_active_fire_noaa.py [-I] [-W work_dir] [--cache-dir CACHE_DIR]
[-d] [-v] [-V] [-h] [-x]
[inputs [inputs ...]]
Run NOAA Active Fire algorithm on VIIRS SDR files.
positional arguments:
inputs

One or more input files or directories.

optional arguments:
-M, --m-band

Process inputs using the 750m M-Band algorithm, otherwise
use the 375m I-Band algorithm [default].
-W work_dir, --work-dir work_dir
The work directory.
--cache-dir CACHE_DIR
The directory where the granulated land water mask files are
kept. Can also be specified by setting the
CSPP_ACTIVE_FIRE_CACHE_DIR environment variable, otherwise
defaults to "cspp_active_fire_cache_dir" in the current
directory.
--num-cpu NUM_CPU
The number of CPUs to use. [default: 1]
-d, --debug
Always retain intermediate files. [default: False]
-v, --verbosity
Each occurrence increases verbosity 1 level from
ERROR: -v=WARNING -vv=INFO -vvv=DEBUG [default: 2]
-V, --version
Print the CSPP Active Fires package version
-h, --help
Show this help message and exit
-x, --expert
Display all help options, including the expert ones.
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Execution includes the creation of granulated Land/Sea Mask files that match the data being
processed. The option --cache-dir can be set if you intend to process the same granules again,
reusing the granulated Land/Sea Mask files. Otherwise, the default is to create a sub-directory
within the execution directory in which to store the files. This directory remains upon completion.

3.3 Running CSPP NOAA Active Fire Test Cases
It is recommended that you verify a correct installation by executing the software on the test cases.
It will confirm that your installation is running correctly and also give some guidance on runtimes on
your hardware. Note that a typical runtime is a few seconds.
Unpack the test data as shown in Section 2.2 and then execute the commands below. The test
case consists of a 4 granule NOAA-20 VIIRS overpass, containing a set of unaggregated M-Band
and I-Band resolution SDR granules observed on 8 November 2018. Only the SDR files used by
the active fire software are included in the test data sets.
cd fire_test_data/
mkdir work
cd work
cspp_active_fire_noaa.sh --num-cpu 4 ../input
cspp_active_fire_noaa.sh -M --num-cpu 4 ../input
Executing the I-Band resolution test case using 4 processing cores should run in about 10
seconds, and about 2 seconds for the M-Band resolution test case. The imager resolution
processing creates one NetCDF4 (AFIMG*cspp_dev.nc) output file and one ASCII text file
(AFIMG*cspp_dev.txt) per granule. Similarly, the moderate resolution processing creates one
NetCDF4 (AFMOD*cspp_dev.nc) output file and one ASCII text file (AFMOD*cspp_dev.txt) per
granule. If the Active Fire processing script runs normally, it will return a status code equal to zero.
If the Active Fire processing script encounters a fatal error, it will return a non-zero status code.
The Appendix contains some representative Active Fire screen output from executing the imager
band test command.
To compare your NetCDF4 output to the reference output using the verification scripts, execute the
following commands:
cd ..
./cspp_afimg_compare.bash img_output_fires/ work/
./cspp_afmod_compare.bash mod_output_fires/ work/
This script compares the contents of key fields in the NetCDF4 files for all granules. If the
comparisons are successful, the word “SUCCESS” will appear.
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The output from our test system for one granule of both the imager resolution and moderate
resolution is shown below.
./cspp_afimg_compare.bash img_output_fires/ work/
Checking Active Fire outputs...
Comparing Files:
AFIMG_j01_d20181108_t2036267_e2037495_b05044_c20210113222606254693_cspp_dev.nc
checking
Comparing fire\ mask Array
SUCCESS
Comparing FP_line Array
SUCCESS
Comparing FP_sample Array
SUCCESS
Comparing FP_latitude Array
SUCCESS
Comparing FP_longitude Array
SUCCESS
Comparing FP_T04 Array
SUCCESS
Comparing FP_T05 Array
SUCCESS
Comparing FP_power Array
SUCCESS
Comparing FP_confidence Array
SUCCESS

./cspp_afmod_compare.bash mod_output_fires/ work/
Checking Active Fire outputs...
Comparing Files:
AFMOD_j01_d20181108_t2036267_e2037495_b05044_c20210113222553118954_cspp_dev.nc
checking
Comparing /Fire Mask/fire_mask Array
SUCCESS
Comparing /Fire Pixels/FP_line Array
SUCCESS
Comparing /Fire Pixels/FP_sample Array
SUCCESS
Comparing /Fire Pixels/FP_latitude Array
SUCCESS
Comparing /Fire Pixels/FP_longitude Array
SUCCESS
Comparing /Fire Pixels/FP_T13 Array
SUCCESS
Comparing /Fire Pixels/FP_T15 Array
SUCCESS
Comparing /Fire Pixels/FP_power Array
SUCCESS
Comparing /Fire Pixels/FP_confidence Array
SUCCESS
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4.0 Displaying Your CSPP Active Fire Output Product
There are a number of tools that can be used to create images of the active fire output products.
The following are examples using CSPP Polar2Grid software to overlay the output active fire ASCII
NetCDF file locations onto GeoTIFF true color imagery.
4.1 Overlay Active Fires Locations onto Polar2Grid Images
Download the Polar2Grid Version 2.3 software from the CSPP website.
https://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/cspp/polar2grid_v2.3.shtml
Install the software as described in the Installation Guide. This software allows you to create
reprojected individual band images as well as true and false color GeoTIFF images from input
NOAA-20 and S-NPP VIIRS SDRs. The default projection is WGS84, which is also known as the
Google Earth Projection, or Platte Carée Projection.
A Polar2Grid image created from our test data pass is included in the fire_test_data/output_images
directory (noaa20_viirs_true_color_20181108_203626_wgs84_fit.tif). It is displayed below.
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If a complete set of SDRs were available in our test input data (we only include the Bands used to
create the Active Fire Products), the command to create the Polar2Grid GeoTIFF output image is
as simple as:
polar2grid.sh crefl gtiff --true-color -f

/data/sdr/*.h5

To overlay the VIIRS Imager Resolution active fire locations onto the Polar2Grid true color image,
copy the image into the work directory where your output Active Fire output files were created,
cd fire_test_data/work
cp ../output_images/noaa20_viirs_true_color_20181108_203626_wgs84_fit.tif .

Use the Polar2Grid software to create Active Fire Confidence Category, I-Band 4 Fire Temperature,
and Fire Radiative Power product images from your output CSPP VIIRS EDR I-Band Active Fire
NetCDF files. This image set is the default Active Fire I-Band image product suite.
$POLAR2GRID_HOME/bin/polar2grid.sh viirs_edr_active_fires gtiff -f AFIMG_j01*.nc

Executing this command will result in the creation of these output image product GeoTIFFs.
noaa20_viirs_confidence_cat_20181108_203626_wgs84_fit.tif
noaa20_viirs_power_20181108_203626_wgs84_fit.tif
noaa20_viirs_T4_20181108_203626_wgs84_fit.tif

Now use the Polar2Grid “overlay.sh” command to overlay the Confidence Category VIIRS GeoTIFF
onto the VIIRS true color GeoTIFF.
$POLAR2GRID_HOME/bin/overlay.sh -h
Usage: overlay.sh background.tif foreground.tif out.tif
$POLAR2GRID_HOME/bin/overlay.sh noaa20_viirs_true_color_20181108_203626_wgs84_fit.tif \
noaa20_viirs_confidence_cat_20181108_203626_wgs84_fit.tif AFIMG_polar2grid.tif

The result of executing this command is the active fires locations, color coded by detection
confidence (Red: high confidence; Orange: nominal confidence; Yellow: low confidence), overlaid
on the true color image (AFIMG_polar2grid.tif). A zoomed in section of this this GeoTIFF image
(AFIMG_polar2grid.tif) is displayed below, that includes the US State of California.
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To overlay borders on your image, use the Polar2Grid command “add_coastlines.sh”, which can
overlay political boundaries, coastlines and latitude/longitude grid lines onto a GeoTIFF file. There
are many options to choose from, including the overlay resolution and color. Execute
$POLAR2GRID_HOME/bin/add_coastlines.sh –h to see all of the options.
Executing this command,
$POLAR2GRID_HOME/bin/add_coastlines.sh --add-coastlines --add-borders --borders-resolution=h
--borders-outline='red' --add-grid AFIMG_polar2grid.tif -o AFIMG_polar2grid.png

\

will create an output PNG file containing the AFIMG_polar2grid.tif image overlaid with coastlines
in yellow, political boundaries in red and latitude/longitude grid lines in cyan. In our execution we
have chosen to display the political boundaries at high resolution.
The PNG image, AFIMG_polar2grid.png, is displayed below.
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4.2 Overlay Active Fires Locations onto Blue Marble Images
To display the Moderate Resolution CSPP NOAA Active Fires overlaid on a Blue Marble
background, first create a Blue Marble image over your region of interest, by copying the
GIBS_bluemarble.xml, which is included in the test data, into the current work directory.
cd fire_test_data/work
cp ../output_images/GIBS_bluemarble.xml .

This file contains the projection information for setting up the global Blue Marble background.
Use the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL) command “gdal_translate” to download the
blue marble GeoTIFF file in Google Earth EPSG4326 projection over your region of interest. This
library is included as part of the CSPP Active Fires tarball. GDAL is also freely available for
download from https://gdal.org .
In this step you could create a base map whose domain includes the entire areal extent of your
antenna. For instance, you could create a domain that includes the entire United States during this
step. For this test case we will create a Blue Marble background image (bluemarble_epsg4326.tif)
with top left corner at -130W, 55N and lower right corner at -100W, 25N.
First, set the correct GDAL_DATA path, followed by the translation command:
export GDAL_DATA=$CSPP_ACTIVE_FIRE_HOME/vendor/ShellB3/share/gdal
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Then execute the gdal_translate command
$CSPP_ACTIVE_FIRE_HOME/vendor/ShellB3/bin/gdal_translate -of GTiff -outsize 20% 20% \
-projwin -130 55 -100 25 GIBS_bluemarble.xml bluemarble_epsg4326.tif

The output image is displayed below.

Now that you have created the blue marble background image, overlay the CSPP Active Fire
M-Band locations on top of it. To do this, download Polar2Grid Version 2.3 software from the
CSPP website.
https://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/cspp/polar2grid_v2.3.shtml
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Install the software as described in the Installation Guide. This software allows you to create
reprojected individual band images as well as true and false color GeoTIFF images from input
NOAA-20 and S-NPP VIIRS SDRs. The default projection is WGS84, which is also known as the
Google Earth Projection, or Platte Carée Projection.
Use the Polar2Grid software to create Active Fire Confidence Percentage, M-Band 13 Fire
Temperature, and Fire Radiative Power product images from your output CSPP VIIRS EDR
M-Band Active Fire NetCDF files. This image set is the default Active Fire M-Band image product
suite.
$POLAR2GRID_HOME/bin/polar2grid.sh viirs_edr_active_fires gtiff -f AFMOD_j01*.nc

Executing this command will result in the creation of these output image product GeoTIFFs.
noaa20_viirs_confidence_pct_20181108_203626_wgs84_fit.tif
noaa20_viirs_power_20181108_203626_wgs84_fit.tif
noaa20_viirs_T13_20181108_203626_wgs84_fit.tif

Now use the Polar2Grid “overlay.sh” command to overlay the Confidence Percentage VIIRS
GeoTIFF onto the blue marble GeoTIFF.
$POLAR2GRID_HOME/bin/overlay.sh -h
Usage: overlay.sh background.tif foreground.tif out.tif
$POLAR2GRID_HOME/bin/overlay.sh bluemarble_epsg4326.tif \
noaa20_viirs_confidence_pct_20181108_203626_wgs84_fit.tif AFMOD_bluemarble.tif

The result of executing this command is the active fires locations, color coded by detection
confidence (Yellow->Orange->Red corresponding to increasing fire pixel confidence 0-100%) are
overlaid onto the blue marble (bluemarble_epsg4326.tif) GeoTIFF. A subsetted section of the
output GeoTIFF image (AFMOD_bluemarble.tif) is displayed below.
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You can use the Polar2Grid command “add_coastlines.sh” to overlay political boundaries,
coastlines and latitude/longitude grid lines onto a GeoTIFF file. There are many options to choose
from, including the overlay resolution and color. Execute
$POLAR2GRID_HOME/bin/add_coastlines.sh -h to see all of the options.
Executing this Polar2Grid command,
$POLAR2GRID_HOME/bin/add_coastlines.sh --add-coastlines --add-borders --borders-resolution=h
--borders-outline='red' --add-grid AFMOD_bluemarble.tif -o AFMOD_bluemarble.png
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\

will create an output PNG file containing the AFMOD_bluemarble.tif image overlaid with coastlines
in yellow, political boundaries in red and latitude/longitude grid lines in cyan. In our execution we
have chosen to display the political boundaries at high resolution.
This PNG image, AFMOD_bluemarble.png, is displayed below.
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A zoomed in section of AFMOD_bluemarble.png, is displayed below, allowing for a better view of
the fire overlays.
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Appendix A: CSPP Active Fire example screen output
cspp_active_fire_noaa.sh --num-cpu 4 ../input
################################################################################
#
Community Satellite Processing Package
#
VIIRS Active Fires
#
#
CSPP Active Fires: Version 1.1.1
#
I-band: Version 2.5.4, compiled Dec 27 2020 06:55:55.
#
Current date: 2021-01-05 21:36:31.158344+00:00
################################################################################

#
#
#
#
#
#

Using cache dir /data/users/you_user/fire_test_data/work/cspp_active_fire_cache_dir
>>> Preparing inputs

>>> Input Files
<Granule ID>
J01002223813880
J01002223814734
J01002223815587
J01002223816441

<Granule Start Time>
2018-11-08 20:36:26.700000
2018-11-08 20:37:50.700000
2018-11-08 20:39:16.400000
2018-11-08 20:40:42.200000

>>> Cleaning the ancillary cache back 6.0 hours...
No old files need to be removed from the ancillary cache
/data/users/you_user/fire_test_data/work/cspp_active_fire_cache_dir
>>> Running Active Fires
There are 48 available CPUs
We have requested 4 CPUs
We are using 4/48 available CPUs
Submitting 4 Active Fire tasks to the pool...
Processing granule_id J01002223813880...
Processing granule_id J01002223814734...
Processing granule_id J01002223815587...
Processing granule_id J01002223816441...
Staging the required ancillary data for granule_id J01002223813880...
Staging the required ancillary data for granule_id J01002223814734...
Staging the required ancillary data for granule_id J01002223815587...
Staging the required ancillary data for granule_id J01002223816441...
afire execution of J01002223814734 took 0 days, 0 hours, 0 minutes, 3.012429
afire execution of J01002223813880 took 0 days, 0 hours, 0 minutes, 3.024321
Granule J01002223814734 has 46 fire pixels
Granule J01002223813880 has 24 fire pixels
afire execution of J01002223816441 took 0 days, 0 hours, 0 minutes, 3.316450
Granule J01002223816441 has 256 fire pixels
afire execution of J01002223815587 took 0 days, 0 hours, 0 minutes, 3.854889
Granule J01002223815587 has 471 fire pixels
Active Fire execution took 0 days, 0 hours, 0 minutes, 3.925042 seconds

seconds
seconds

seconds
seconds

attempted_runs ['J01002223813880', 'J01002223814734', 'J01002223815587', 'J01002223816441']
successful_runs
['J01002223813880', 'J01002223814734', 'J01002223815587', 'J01002223816441']
problem_runs
[]
crashed_runs
[]
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